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CONCURRENT ENGINEERING: Research and Applications

Sequential versus Concurrent Engineering&mdash;An Analogy

Biren Prasad

Electronic Data System, Delphi Automotive Systems, General Motors, Troy, MI

1. Introduction

At the beginning of the information age, product manu-
facturers were wrongly led to believe that the control of in-
formation flow was the key component to success. Many
manufacturers, thus, gave adequate power to the functional
organization to control the flow of information. The organi-
zation common sense for this &dquo;era of control&dquo; then was
hierarchical setup that led to the creation of many tall

&dquo;silos&dquo;-multilayered control structures. Product was task-
focused and engineering was sequencing-based. During this
age of control, linear product development appeared to be
the right thing to do. The product design and development
(PDD) process was obtained in phases. The phases were es-
sentially queued in consecutive order and segmented with
some hard breaks between phases. Inputs from individual
departments were sought in an ordered sequence as shown
in Figure 1. Tasks were clearly labeled as requirements
definition, product definition, process definition, or delivery
and support. The tasks of the upstream phase were com-
pleted before tasks for a downstream phase were started. For
example, requirements preceded product definition. Design
engineers dominated the process (often drawing-based) in
the earliest stages of conceptual design and preliminary de-
velopment. Marketing experts gave the needs to the design-
ers, who determined product specifications.

In most sequential engineering processes, it was custom-
ary for the market research department to determine cus-
tomer or user needs and throw its sales projection data over
the wall to planning. The planning department developed
the technical requirements for the product and threw its

specifications over the wall to the product engineering
group. This group then designed and developed the product
on their own, in near-complete isolation from the produc-
tion process. Later, the prototype was handed over to manu-
facturing so that their engineers could arrange to manufac-
ture the product on a large scale. Seldom when a product
develops this way will it go to production in one shot. Sev-
eral engineering change orders are issued to fix problems,
but due to time pressure, attention can only be given to fix
the major show-stoppers (problems). Some of the major
problems manufacturing engineers encountered were:

~ unsuitable product design for production
~ unavailability of adequate manufacturing equipment
~ tight tolerance, which could lead to extra work and high

scrap generation
~ problem with parts assembly
~ inability to utilize the existing production equipment,

tooling, automatic assembly, etc.

The feedback at each stage was in the form of errors,
changes, and corrections. It took several rounds of negotia-
tion and a long lead time before all pertinent design and
manufacturing problems (errors, changes, and corrections)
could be resolved. After a period of time, procurement ex-
perts then get involved to ensure that the necessary parts and
materials are available for the assembly process. Next, mar-
keting and sales personnel come in to introduce the product
to its targeted market. The Test Analysis and Fix (TAAF)
process is often used to ensure component-level reliability.
Analysis is conducted off-line and is treated as a way to fix
design problems, not as a way to prevent them from happen-
ing. Should a design change be necessary, the control is
returned to the front and the serial process is repeated.
These difficulties occurred as a result of a process, which is

commonly referred to today as &dquo;Serial Engineering.&dquo;

2. Serial Engineering Analogy

In Serial Engineering, each design phase starts mostly
when the previous one is completed. During this process,
any incomplete data is passed through a function or phase
and augmented with new data only to be passed on to the
next phase. The process is analogous to a relay race team
that has to run x miles between the collective efforts of n
runners (see Figure 2). Each runner is placed at a post equi-
distantly (xln miles) apart. Each runner is starting from a
stationary position. The first runner takes off and passes the
baton to the second runner at the end of xln miles, the sec-
ond to the third, the third to the fourth, and so on. The last
(n th) runner finishes the race.

If v, is the maximum speed an i th runner can attain start-
ing from its stationary position, then average speed to reach
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its peak from its initial stationary position = v; /2 miles/
hour; for i = 1, n. The time taken to finish the run can be

computed as follows: time it takes for an ith runner to tra-
verse (xln) miles = (xln) * (2/v,). Total time it takes for all
the runners to finish the relay race will be the sum of indi-
vidual time. If we call this type of run a serial-relay run, the
total time T is

In the serial engineering process, the effort distribution is
pretty much the same as the relay race, except the runner is
replaced by a group of disciplinary experts (product devel-
opment team), the distance to be traversed is replaced by the
job to be finished, relay zones are replaced by the life-cycle
phases for the product development, speed of the runner is
replaced by the lead-time for completing a phase, milepost
is equivalent to the milestone set by the management or
design reviews at the completion of each phase, and comple-
tion of the run is replaced by the design and development of
a product. The total life-cycle time is usually a multiple of
the sum of each of its individual phases. This type of ap-
proach is also known by other names, including sequential
engineering, linear or time-phase engineering, and the

chimney method. If we denote this process as SE in short,
then:

Total life-cycle time (SE)

where SE stands for Serial Engineering and Treqllmme&dquo;tIl’ 9
T, -duct-def Tprocsss-dsf ~ and Tdsl-and-sup represent tl’le time it

takes to finish a particular phase. R/øctor is an equivalent
repeat factor.

In SE, there are no consistent design, analysis, and docu-
mentation methodologies for conducting the business. Last
minute engineering changes and higher product engineering
costs result due to the lack of timely analysis of manufactur-
ing considerations during early phases of product develop-
ment. Preparation of data for analysis often takes too long,
and by the time results are made available, the design often
gets changed making the analysis useless. The result of such
serial engineering has always been long design and build
lead time, unnecessary complexity, and a scramble to obtain
quality products. This shows in the high number of late-in-
cycle engineering changes, design with excessive number of
parts, retrofits, high customer complaints, manufacturing
confusion, blaming mentality, high scrap and rework, in-
creased field support and service, and only marginal cus-
tomer appreciation or satisfaction compared to a competitor

product. As a result, 7~.r value for SE usually ranges
above a factor of 2 or more.

In recent years, computers have been extensively used in
the product cycle. Product development cycle is now fre-
quently carried out with the aids of computer tools such as
CAD, CAM, CAPP, CII, etc. These tools automate the dis-
crete manual process of product design without affecting the
inherent linear (sequential) nature of the process. Although
it was thought that this would decrease the development cy-
cle time and increase the communication between design
and manufacturing, this has not occurred. This is because,
by automating the functions within a phase, it only reduces
the time required for that phase, it does not affect the

manual or serial process of passing the enriched informa-
tion between the phases. A significant time is lost in main-
taining a serial nature of the process and performing the
manual control of the phase interfaces or intraphase data in-
tegration [3]. This has created a proliferation of &dquo;islands&dquo; of
departments due to the functional structure of the organiza-
tion. Lack of management incentives for cooperation and
inflexible culture of the organization to change have also im-
peded improvements in efficiencies and productivity. The
impact of automation on the product development cycle has
been, therefore, very little due to the unchanged inherent
process [3].
The serial approach to product design, development,

manufacturing, and marketing has several other short-

comings :
~ It is based on the premise that a new phase cannot start

until an old phase is completed and signed off. This usu-
ally means lengthening the product development cycle
time.

~ The linear input to product development implies that a
significant portion (50% to 80%) of manufacturing cost
may be committed before manufacturing engineers have a
say in the product design.

~ Due to the time loss, the final product may not remain
suitable or viable for the market that was initially targeted
at product launch.

3. Concurrent Engineering Analogy

In the 1990s, a new life-cycle management approach has
emerged that focuses on &dquo;time&dquo; as critical force [2]. It ana-
lyzes the tasks’ timing and duration across its entire or-

ganization with the goal of reducing tasks’ time without any
apparent loss in value to the finished product or service.
This new approach focuses on tasks’ time in all areas of
product development that are value-added-from engineer-
ing to manufacturing, and from customer order to delivery.
This management process is commonly referred to as Con-
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current Engineering (CE). In CE, the tasks and phases run
in parallel with feedback as and when needed, as shown in
Figure 1. Each area of product development cycle has its
own life-span that overlays the entire process. This series of
smaller life-spans are shown in Figure 1 using &dquo;blinders.&dquo;

CE has brought these blinders closer together so they now
overlap.
CE is analogous to a variation of the &dquo;serial-relay race&dquo;

described earlier (see Figure 2). It is not essential that each
runner be placed at an equal distance (e.g., xln miles) apart.
Second, it is not essential that a runner has to start only after
the previous runner has completed the x/n miles run. A run-
ner can start earlier from his milepost, enough for him to
catch up the speed and become equal to or greater than the
speed of his partner, when the time comes to transfer the
baton. The first runner stops when the second runner has
achieved the first runner’s speed. This way, the speed
throughout the race remains fairly constant. If vi is the max-
imum speed of each runner, time T for the serial-relay and
concurrent-relay can be computed as follows:

The time the runner takes to traverse a total of x miles,
would be:

If vi = vo, that is the same for all i’s, i = 1, n; then it is not
diflicult to show [comparing Equations (1) and (5)] that

concurrent-relay race would be 50 % more efficient than the
serial-relay race. If vi is a linearly increasing speed from 1
to n miles/hour, that is,

then from Equation (1)

and from Equation (5)

It may be noted that the Equation (7) for the total time in
the serial-relay case is divergent for a large value of n. How-
ever, in the concurrent-relay case, Equation (8) is still a
finite sum. Similar to the concurrent-relay race case, in the
CE case, it is assumed that the concurrent work-groups can

start working on their portion of the work much before the
previous work-group is finished. While the second work-
group comes to a speed for understanding what the first
group has done so far, real useful information can start flow-
ing between the groups at frequent intervals to make both
the units more productive. Instead of a one-time transfer of
the baton in the relay race, the transfer between the consecu-
tive work-groups is continuous and teamwork-like. The pre-
vious work-group stops their task, when no more input from
the first work-group is required. The process continues
when all the work-groups have made both their individual
and team contributions. Individual contribution is when the
teams are working alone (when there is no overlap) and
team contribution is when they are working jointly as a team
for a portion of the tasks which are overlapped. The passing
of the baton ceases when an artifact is finally manufactured
and delivered to the customer. A comparison of steps in-
volved in serial- and concurrent-relay race is summarized in
Table 1.

It is usually necessary to use several computer-assisted
programming tools to support the CE process. These tools
should be capable of communicating with each other rather
than creating isolated &dquo;islands of automation&dquo; Not surpris-
ingly, the cumulative time it takes to complete all the phases
and tasks is much smaller than that of &dquo;Sequential Engineer-
ing.&dquo; R/øctor usually ranges between 0.25 to 0.75

The word &dquo;Engineering&dquo; in CE is used in a generalized
sense. It is meant to include involvement of personnel from
all required disciplines: engineers or nonengineers. The
total process, from product development to mass production
and sales, involves many nonengineers, including persons
from the procurement, marketing, and sales departments.
Hence, in Concurrent Engineering, all major parties in-
volved in getting the product to market contribute to the de-
velopment of the product. In contrast to the traditional se-
quential, linear, iterative (uncontrolled), and functional

departmental practices, the Concurrent Engineering ap-
proach requires a parallel interactive (managed), and coop-
erative multidisciplinary team approach to product and pro-
cess development.

4. Concluding Remarks

Just as craft manufacturing leveraged people’s skill,
muscles, and dexterity (economy of skill), Concurrent En-
gineering is about leveraging teamwork (economy of coop-
eration) to handle information and make informed deci-
sions. Instead of using a human strength (physical power
and muscles), CE is more directed toward utilizing the
teams’ intellectual power. These teams are not just the select
employees, but all the parties that are involved in the prod-
uct realization process.
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Table 1. A comparison table for serial-relay and concurrent-relay race.
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